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This paper aims at conducting studies on contrastive linguistics of 
Japanese and Kazakh and interlanguage studies of Kazakh learners’ Japa-
nese.  The paper indicates research themes of contrastive analysis of the 
languages from the view point of grammar (case and auxiliary verb) and 
pragmatics (refusal , request and apologу). 
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Қазақ және жапон тілдерінің 
грамматика мен прагматикасына  

контрастивтік талдау: зерттеу 
тәсілдері мен болашағы

Бұл ма қа ла жа пон жә не қа зақ са лыс тыр ма лы зерт теу лер ге жә не 
қа зақтіл ді лер дің жа пон ті лін мең гер уін де ті ла ра лық оқу ға ба ғыт тал-
ған. Ғы лы ми-зерт теу та қы ры бын   грам ма ти ка (сеп тік жә не кө мек ші 
етіс тік) мен праг ма ти ка (бас тарт уына, сұ раулар жә не ке ші рім) тұр-
ғы сы нан тіл дер ді са лыс тыр ма лы түр де зерт теу мә се ле ле рі ма қа ла да 
жа зы ла ды.

Түйін сөз дер: са лыс тыр ма лы тал дау, сеп тік,  кө мек ші етіс тік, бас 
тар ту, сұ рау, ке ші рім.

Ниномия Т., Бе ке ба со ва А. 

Контрастный анализ  
грамматики и прагматики 

японского и казахского языков: 
перспективы исследований  

и методы

Дан ная статья пос вя ще на исс ле до ва ниям спе ци фи ки японс ко го 
и ка за хс ко го язы ков с по зи ции линг во-праг ма ти чес кой ком пар ти-
вис ти ки. Ос но вы ваясь на исс ле до ва ниях о ст рук тур ных ком по нен тах 
ком му ни ка тив но го ак та в меж куль тур ном об ще нии, ос ве ще ны ос нов-
ные еди ни цы ме жя зы ко вой и со пос та ви тель ной линг воп раг ма ти ки 
японс ко го и ка за хс ко го язы ков на при ме ре ком му ни ка тив ных ак тов 
из ви не ния, прось бы и от ка за.  Бы ла так же ос ве ще на сфе ра бу ду щих 
исс ле до ва ний в об лас ти со пос та ви тель ной грам ма ти ки па де жей и вс-
по мо га тель ных гла го лов ка за хс ко го и японс ко го язы ков.

Клю че вые сло ва: срав ни тель ный ана лиз, па деж, вс по мо га тель-
ные гла го лы, ка те го рия  прось бы, ка те го рия из ви не ния, ка те го рия 
от ка за.
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Introduction

Japanese language teachers at the Faculty of Oriental Studies 
at Al-Farabi Kazakh National University established ‘The research 
group of acquiring Japanese by Kazakh speakers’ in September 
2014. We aim at conducting studies on contrastive linguistics (a 
practical comparison of two languages based on the similarities 
and differences, which are applied in language learning process. 
ref. Lado 1957) of Japanese and Kazakh and interlanguage studies 
of Kazakh learners’ Japanese in a field of phonetics, phonology, 
morphology, syntax and pragmatics (a field of study that focuses 
on the mechanisms of an operative use of a language in all its 
above mentioned aspects). As the second section of this paper, the 
contrastive studies of Japanese and Kazakh are few in number, in 
addition, have not studied interesting topics. In order to overcome 
the problems, we will actively conduct the contrastive studies and 
suggest methods of learning Japanese for Kazakh native speakers. 
This paper indicates research themes of contrastive analysis of the 
languages from the view point of grammar and pragmatics.

Previous works

We show the previous studies as contrastive analysis of Japanese 
and Kazakh as below:

Grammar Research themes

Borankulova (2009) abbreviations of proper nouns

Nurelova (2010) substantive verbs

Sarjanova et al. (2012) adverbs

Nurelova (2012) adverbs

Pragmatics

Ninomiya, Nurseitova& Bekebassova (2015) requests

Ninomiya, Shadaeva&Borankulova (2015) requests

Grammar and Pragmatics

Ono et al. (2010) quotation expressions
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In case of pragmatic approach, Ninomiya, 
Nurseitova & Bekebassova (2015) as well as 
Ninomiya, Shadaeva & Borankulova (2015) 
investigated the communicative act of request. 
The two studies partially described the request 
examples given in the coding manual of Cross-
Cultural Speech Act Research Project (CCSARP) 
by Blum-Kulka et al. (1989). The former applied 
tentatively the examples of the nine request strategy 
types of CCSARP to Kazakh and Japanese. The 
later examined syntactic downgraders linked to 
requests of Head Act (the request proper). The 
downgraders are used to mitigate the impositive 
force of inquiries with the help of syntactic units 
(ref. Blum-Kulka et al. 1989: 281-285). Blum-
Kulka et al. (1989) showed past tense as one of 
downgraders, for example, the word edï meaning 
past tense of Kazakh mitigates non-positive force 
of the request. The sentences with the wordare 
coded as downgrading only if they are used in 
present time reference.

As the first problem of the research field, the 
number is low, compared to Japanese-English, 
Japanese-Korean, and Japanese-Chinese etc. We 
aim at developed contrastive studies of Japanese 
and Kazakh through referring to methodologies of 
other contrastive studies acquiring rich accumulated 
knowledge.

Secondly, some previous studies have 
focused on Japanese errors by Kazakh native 
speakers. Surveying Japanese language teachers 
at our university, we noticed not only the errors of 
grammar (e.g., case, causative, passive, benefactive, 
conditional clause, adverb, auxiliary verb, transitive 
or intransitive verb etc.) but also mistakes in 
pragmatics (e.g., awkward requests, refusals and 
apologies). Certainly, Sarjanova et al. (2012: 40) 
conducted the contrastive analysis of the adverbs, 
based on the condition that they often led Kazakh 
speakers learning Japanese into error. However, the 
most works have not investigated the cases of the 
above-mentioned error or inadequacy. We will study 
the research topics in which contrastive analysis is 
effectively applied.

Thirdly, few papers have studied crucial 
problems in communication. In particular, prag-
matics can resolve many problems. Certainly, 
Ninomiya, Nurseitova & Bekebassova (2015) as 
well as Ninomiya, Shadaeva & Borankulova (2015) 
conducted pragmatically the contrastive analysis of 
the request. However, we cannot confirm researches 
on the apologies and refusals. Hence, we will not 
only continue studying request, but also choose the 
other speech acts as a research theme.

Future Issues

We have a possibility to improve the above-
mentioned previous works and to choose research 
themes associated with the learners’ errors noted in 
the second problem of section 2, especially the errors 
made due to language transfer, and with speech acts 
in the third problem.

Grammar

(1) ‘Contrastive analysis of cases in Japanese 
and Kazakh’

Japanese has 10 case particles (e.g., ga, o, ni, 
e, de, kara, made, to, yori, ø (zero), ref. Iori 
2012: 61). According to morphological typology, 
Kazakh belongs to agglutinative language, while 
Russian, German and Chinese belong to the other 
language groups. Therefore, Kazakh is more similar 
to Japanese than the other languages in a case 
system. The basic correspondence of the system of 
Japanese and Kazakh is below (the part dejïn ofḡа 
dejïn in Kazakh is a postpositon):

Case nom. acc. dat. dat. dat.

Japanese ga o ni e made

Kazakh ø nә ḡа ḡа ḡа 
dejïn

Case abl. abl. loc. loc. ins.

Japanese kara yori de ø to

Kazakh dan dan da da men

Language transfer can be positive of negative 
(Odlin 1993). Cortés (2005: 240) stated that Positive 
Transfer occurs when those similarities in the 
mother tongue and the target language can facilitate 
the learning. Negative Transfer, however, refers to 
the negative influence that occurs in knowledge of 
the first language, appearing in learning a target 
language due to the differences existing between 
both languages. When Kazakh native speakers 
learn Japanese cases, positive transfer will enhance. 
However, even though the case system of Kazakh 
is similar to Japanese, negative transfer will also 
occur. When we compile the dictionary of Japanese-
Kazakh, the case information is needed to be 
considered.

(2) ‘Contrastive analysis of auxiliary verbs in 
Japanese and Kazakh’ 

Yoshikawa & Himeno (1987: 121) wrote that 
Japanese auxiliary verbs are divided into two types: 
1) A suffix of the preceding verb is te form (i.e. 
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tabete iru‘to be eating’); 2) It is a conjunctive form 
(i.e. tabe hajimeru‘to begin eating’). On the other 
hand, Kazakh has the two auxiliary verbs similar 
to Japanese: 1) A suffix of the preceding verb is p 
form corrsponding to Japanese te form (i.e. p körw 
‘to try doing’); 2) It is а form (i.e. а бас тау ‘to 
begin doing’). In light of similarity of the auxiliary 
verbs in the langauges, we can choose research 
themes. For example, we can contrast categories of 
«te iku ‘to go’/te kuru ‘to come’» deriving from 
movement verbsin Japanese and those of «p barw 
‘to go’/ p kelw ‘to come’» in Kazakh. Do (2008) 
studying auxiliary verbs associated with movement 
verbs of Korean and Japanese is beneficial to our 
contrastive analysis. In the study, he contrasted 
«te iku/ te kuru» with «kata ‘to go’/ota ‘to 
come’» of Korean. The categories of the languages 
correspond basically, however do not correspond in 
occurance (e.g., arawarete kuru ‘to have appeared’) 
and changing (e.g., hiete kuru ‘to become cold’). 
We will contrast «te iku/te kuru» in Japanese and 
«p barw/p kelw» in Kazakh through referencing 
carefully Do (2008).

Pragmatics

(3) ‘Contrastive analysis of requests and apolo-
gies in Japanese and Kazakh’

We will improve the request strategy types 
of Japanese and Kazakh tentatively indicated in 
Ninomiya, Nurseitova& Bekebassova (2015), and 
construct the modified downgraders of Head Acts in 
the requests. Blum-Kulka et al. (1989) gave German-

ic and Romance languages as examples of downgrad-
ers. However, ‘Typologically different languages are 
likely to rely on different sets of syntactic downgrad-
ers, which would have to be established accordingly’ 
(Blum-Kulka et al. 1989: 281). In Japanese pragmat-
ics, Yamaoka, Makihara & Ono (2010) will present 
the term «Hairyo» similar to downgraders. We have 
already collected the request’s data of Kazakh. In 
analyzing it, it has been shown that the Head Acts of 
request is downgraded by changing verbs into aux-
iliary verbs. In light of the research, we will present 
the optimilized categories for Japanese and Kazakh, 
also, conduct a quantative research such as frequently 
conducted in researches utilizing the framework CC-
SARP. Blum-Kulka et al. (1989) presented the CC-
SARP coding manual in not only requests, but also 
apologies. Because of not having analyzed the apolo-
gies, we will first confirm methods and results of the 
other contrasive studies: English and Arabic (Batineh 
& Batineh 2008); Korean and Englsih (Kim 2008); 
Japanese and English (Bamlund & Yoshikawa 1990) 
etc. By using discourse completion test, we have col-
lected the data. However, we will collect the data 
through the other methods (e.g.,  open role play and 
natural discoures etc.)

(4) ‘Contrastive analysis of refusals in Japanese 
and Kazakh’

We will study the refusals of Kazakh and 
Japanese through using Beebe et al. (1990) 
frequently conducted in studies of refusals, also refer 
the previous works: Arabic and English (Nelson et 
al. 2002; Nader 2014); Japanese and English (Gass 
1999) etc.
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